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Abstract. A major issue in many applications of GPS is
the real-time estimation of the Zenith TroposphericDelays

final estimate. But this computationalstrategy usually creates latencies of about one hour or more.

(ZTD). Severalauthorshave developedstrategiesthat es-

In this paper we show that, even when using broadcast orbits (instead of usingprecisereal-time orbits like in
der to computeIntegratedWater Vapor (IWV), usinglo- Muellerschoenet al. (2000)), it is possibleto estimate in
cal measurementsof surfacepressure,or to assimilateZTD
real time the ZTD with a precisionof i cm (1 mm precipinto NumericalWeatherPredicition(NWP) models.These itable IWV •_ 6.7 mm ZTD approximately). This can be
timate ZTD, with a latency of one hour or more in or-

done instantaneously,based on the rapid resolution of the
ambiguities of double-differencedcarrier phase data, using
networksconsistingof referenceGPS stations separatedby
Wide Area DifferentialGPS (WADGPS) networksof several hundreds of kilometers, like the WADGPS networks. This
hundredkilometersacross,double-differenced
carrier phase rapid ambiguityresolution,on-the-fly(OTF) ambiguityresambiguitiescan be computedon-the-fly, usinga real-time to- olution techniqueswith preciseionosphericcorrections,can
mographic model of the ionosphereobtained from the same be achieved through the integration of a real-time tomoGPS data. In this work we showhow ambiguity resolution graphicmodel of the ionospherewith a real-time positioning
can help determine in real-time the ZTD for a WADGPS
strategy(Colomboet al. 2000, 1999and Herndndez-Pajares
network user, only 10-20% worse than those of the post- et al., 2000). Fixing ambiguitiesOTF helpstroposphericdeprocessedsolutions.
termination, becausethe carrier-phase observationscan be
treated as very preciseranges,not just in double-differenced
processing,but also in undifferenced,or absolute process1. Introduction
ing. This strategy diminishes the number of unknowns to
As widely demonstratedin recentyears, the Global Posi- be solvedby about 50% and, hence,the computationalload,
tioningSystem(GPS) can providereliableestimatesof the and it also tends to decorrelate the troposphere from the
ZenithTropospheric
Delay (ZTD), with high availabilityand other estimatedparameters. All this is especiallyimportant
temporal resolution which can be used to derive the Intewhen using a Kalman filter in real-time WADGPS navigastrategies require that data from a regional GPS network
be processedin near real-time, using preciseIGS orbits and
partial orbit relaxation. Recently it has been shown that in

grated atmosphericWater Vapor (seefor exampleBevis et
el., 1992, Costeret el. 1997,yen der Hoeyenet el., 1998).
The closer to being obtained in real time, the greater
the relevancyof GPS-derivedZTD to weather forecasting.
If possible,latency shouldnot exceedi hour 45 minutes,
as it has been recommended by working group 3 of the

tion, oftenwithoutthe benefitof longdata windows(several
hours), as in post-processing.
This approachallows also any user not belongingto the
referencenetwork (hereinafterrover) to estimatein a preciseway the ZTD (1.4 cm r.m.s. in this study), without
increasingthe network computational load. This opens the

COST-716action(http://www.oso.chalmers.se/
~kge/cost/ new possibilityof easily deploying,in regionswith WADGPS
Oslø-WGmeetings'pdf)'Until now, one of the main diffi- networks(like U.S.A. or Europe)manyGPS receiversworka dependableavailabilityof preciselypredictedorbits (Ge
et el., 2000). This makesit necessaryto correct thoseor-

ing as real-time meteorologicalsensors.In the next section
we will summarizethe algorithm, and presentthe results of
a test lasting several consecutivedays, in Solar Maximum

bits that are available, even when they are not very precise

conditions.

culties in getting true real-time ZTD has been the lack of

(e.g., the broadcastephemerides),
estimatingsatelliteorbit
error states jointly with the ZTD, within a data window

long enough(usuallyup to 24 hours)to ensurea reliable

2. Technique
We havefollowedthe proceduredescribedin (Colombo
et al., 2000) and in the flow chart of Herndndez-Pajareset
al., 2000 (figure 1) for long-baseline
OTF ambiguityresolution, which consistson differentalgorithmsfor the reference
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and rover receivers. Two modifications have been been included. The first one is to use the double-differenced carrier-
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(in cycles)of L• and L• (in length units). With the double

differenced ambiguities V'AN•, V'AN•, the exact value of
B• can be computed to get the unambiguous L•, which becomes
then effectively a very precise, ionospheric-free, and
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and constrained(1-10 cm) receiverpositions.This alsoproduces locally improved orbits that can be broadcasted from
the network
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1. Map of the GPS stations used in this paper.

phase ambiguities after they have been resolved within the
reference network, to improve the ionosphericmodel. The
secondone is that at the rover the interpolated ionospheric
correctionsfrom the reference network are refined using the
undifferenceddata from the rover. These changes, as shall
be seen in the Results section, improve the ambiguity resolution for the rover. In turn, the resolved ambiguities help
to determine the tropospheric ZTD at the rover with greater
accuracy. The computing needsof the user can be met with
an ordinary PC, and the data broadcasted from the reference stations, during the test describedin this paper, would
have required transmitting lessthan 1024 bytes every epoch.
2.1.

Reference

stations

network

The first objective is to fix the double-differencedambiguity V'AN, of the widelane combination L, of the L• and
L2 carrier phases to an integer value. One can exploit the
fact that the coordinatesof the referencestations are already
known at the centimeter level. This allows the estimation,
with a precisionof a few centimeters, of the overall effect of
orbit errors, the reference stations tropospheric refractions
ZTD's, and the Lc ionospheric-freecarrier-phase combination biasesBe. The standard technique to determine these
unknowns involves post-processingthe data using a geodetic program. We have emulated the computation in realtime, using only the forward filter. Now, by subtracting

VA(Lc- Be) from the doubledifferencedwidelanecombinationV'AL,, orbit and troposphereerrorsare removed

for the benefit

Rover

of the users.

receivers

The main difference between the rover and permanent
receivers, from the point of view of ambiguity resolution,
is that the position of the receiver is less well known. So
this position has to be estimated, along with the other unknowns present in the case of the reference stations. Over
baselineshundreds of kilometers long this can be done at the

10-20cm- level (lessthan 0.25A•) after collectinga few minutes' worth of data (Colomboet al., 2000). At that point,
by providing the user accurate ionospheric corrections for
the double differenceswith respect to one or more reference
stations, the rover ambiguities can be fixed.
One can interpolate the precise VASTEC, obtained in
the reference station solution, to the rover receiver location,
in one of several ways. If a linear interpolation is used,

as in the virtual station approach(for instance Wanninger,
1999), the irregularitiesof the ionosphereat scaleslessthan
the typical distancesfor a WADGPS network (severalhundredkm in our case)cannotbe takeninto account.This can
seriouslyreduce the accuracy of the interpolated ionospheric
correction, and causean incorrect ambiguity resolution that

cancorruptthe endresult (the roverZTD), ascan be seenin
Herndndez-Pajareset al., 2000b(figure5). To overcomethis
problem, in this work we propose a procedure whereby the
user also computes a tomographic model of the ionosphere,
using only dual-frequency GPS carrier phase data from the
rover, but constrained by the precise V ASTEC data broadcasted by the reference network. Next, one resolveson-the-
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from the widelane. However, the double-differenced widelane is still affected by ionosphericrefraction at the level
of several decimeters.

This

has to be corrected

to better
80

than 0.25 cycle (standard deviation) in order to be able
to fix V'AN, (see 1). As explainedin (Herndndez-Pajares
et al., 2000), the double-differenced
Slant Total Electron
Content (VASTEC) can be computed in real time with
a standard

deviation

of 20 cm

in widelane

combination

(""1TECU=10•øelectrons/m2),
usinga tomographic
model
based on the network GPS carrier-phase data. Once V AN,
is fixed, rounded to the closestinteger from
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(as •_20cm/TECU, A• "" 86 cm), we can useit and the ap-
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proximate estimate of V'AB• to solve, fix and validate the
full set of double-differencedambiguities VAN• and V

ger ambiguity, as a function of the elevation -of the lowest satellite
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tive days, 19-22 April 2000. In this period the geomagnetic

activity is low to moderate(Kp below 4), but the typical
vertical Total ElectronContent (TEC) value at noonis 60
TECU (and the STEC can reach300 TECU and more).
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Figure 3. ZTD estimates for the referencenetwork station
BRUS (Brussels),made using the new real-time techniqueand
the post-processedsolution distributed by the IGS. In the second
plot, the new technique solution is also compared with the RegionalClimate Model (RACMO) predictionsfor WSRT (treated
as rover) and with the De Bilt radiosondedeterminationat 130
km distance(the forecastis started at nooneveryday).

fly the ambiguities for the double-differencesbetween rover

and referencestations,from the preciseV'ASTEC (better
than 2.7 cm), as it hasbeenmentionedin the previoussection, using also equation i to get the widelane ambiguity

stations.

Once the ionospheric tomographic model is updated in
real-time mode, the double- differencesof the widelane ambiguities are computed. The corresponding percentage of
successfor the reference stations can be seen in figure 2 as
a function

of the elevation

above the horizon

of the lowest

GPS satellite used to form any double difference. It can
be seen that it is important to incorporate in the real-time
tomographic ionospheric model the resolved ambiguities as
constraints when estimating the precise VASTEC. This resuits in a success rate of more than 80% at elevations lower

than 20 degreesand 90% at 25 degrees. However, if the
fixed ambiguities are not used to constrain the ionospheric
model, the successrate is about 10% lower below 50 degrees
of elevation.

After fixing in real-time the full set of ambiguities, the
(but with a more preciseionosphericcorrectionand a less
preciseV'ABc). Anotherindependentrelationshipmust be troposphericrefraction is estimated as a random walk, with

used, in our case exploiting the preciseV'ASTEC, to estimate and fix a second ambiguity:

(X-X)VZXN

-

XVZXN (2)

beinga _10 cm/TECU (seeHerndndez-Pajares
et al., 2000,
and the corresponding
flow chart for more details). Using

a process
noiseof 5 mm/•).

The elevation
maskis

8 degrees, the nominal hydrostatic component is modeled
by an exponential law in term of the ellipsoidal height, and
the Niell mapping functionsare used as has been mentioned
previously.
In order to determine the accuracy of the real-time ZTD,
we can compare it with a postprocessedreliable estimation,

the resulting unambiguous Lc as data, and the improved
like the IGS ZTD solution(table 1 and figure3), determined
orbits transmitted by the reference network to the rover reevery2 hoursfrom severalcenters(taken as the referencesoceiver, the troposphereZTD at the rover can be computed
lution in the table). The ZTD estimationobtainedfor the
in real-time, using the same procedure as for the reference
reference stations agrees with the IGS post-processedsostations.
lutions to about i cm or better, only slightly worse than
the agreementbetweendifferent postprocessedsolutions. In
3. Results
and conclusions
particular, we also comparedthe real-time ZTD with a postsolutionfrom Van der Hoevenet al. (1998), with
The OTF ambiguity resolution based on real-time iono- processed
sphericmodelingcan be adverselyaffectedby radio propaga- ZTD's estimated every 6 minutes, which confirmed the pretion problemsdue to strong spatial and temporal gradients vious findings. An external comparison with a regional
in the ionosphere.This occursfrequently during periods of climaticmodel (RACMO) and a radiosondedetermination
high solaractivity. In order to demonstratethe performance (130 km far awayfrom WSRT) are alsoincludedin the same
of the proposedmethod, we present results based on GPS figure, showinga reasonableagreement.
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Table 1. Bias and RMS (in cm) of the differencebetweenthe
IGS postprocessed
solution,for: (a) the proposedreal-time technique relaxing orbits + OTF ambiguity resolution(2nd and 3rd
column), (b) post-processing
mode usingthe samenetworkdata
(4th and 5th column). The resultsfor the roverreceiver(WSRT)
are also shown

RMS
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0.0
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0.0
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0.5

1.4

0.4

0.7

are obtained

in the context

of the above

mentioned Solar Maximum ionospheric conditions, that reduce the number of ambiguities properly resolved, and also
decreasethe amount of useful data available to compute troposphere in real time.
In the resolution of the rover receiver ambiguities, the
mean successrate for both VAN•

and VAN2 is about 80%.

This

ZTD

of the

at the rover

made

with the new strategy, so now the differenceswith the IGS

post-processed
resultshave an r.m.s value of 1.4 cm (see
more detailsin figure3, third plot). However,not fixing the
ambiguitiesat all producesdefinitely worseresults(r.m.s.
of 3.6cm).
From all this, we concludethat the ZTD can be computed

in real-time,veryrapidlyx, with an accuracyof about I cm
RMS

in WADGPS

reference

ZTD

predictions. The GPS observations and the

determinations

were

obtained

from

the

Interna-

and the Spanish-USA project Fulbright 2000-001.

Bias

the estimates

data and RACMO

by the SpanishprojectsPEN-005/2000-I, TIC-2000-0104-P4-03

Post.
RMS

affects

and to Henk Klein Baltink (KNMI, Royal Dutch Meteorological Office), for providing severalZTD estimatesfrom Radiosonde

ZTD compared with
Instant.

results

VAPOR

IGS TROP sol. (cm)
Bias

These

WATER

tional GPS Service, IGS. The maps have been generated with the
software package GMT. Some geodetic calculations were made using the GIPSY software. This work has been partially supported

in the last row.

Rec.

INTEGRATED

networks

for both

reference

and rover

receivers(0.8-1.0 cm and 1.4 cm respectively,table 1), i.e.
only 10-20% worsethan the post-processedtechniques. This
is achieved with the help of a real-time tomographic ionospheric model to solve the carrier phase ambiguities over
long baselines.
This approach works under Solar Maximum conditions,
in adverse scenariosfor ionospheric modeling, a key point
when choosing a robust GPS strategy. Other difficult scenarios, including strong ionospheric disturbances at small

distancescales,havebeensuccessfully
testedelsewhere(Herndndez-Pajareset al. 2000b.)
These results suggestthat real-time ambiguity resolution
not only can enhance the present applications of wide-area
GPS networks, for navigation and surveying, but may also
lead to new applications in the field of meteorology.
Finally, it can be noticed that this real-time ZTD estimation technique could be improved with other techniques
focused on the real-time orbit determination, and also with
the upcoming GPS modernization and Galileo systemswith
3 available frequencies. Furthermore it seemsthat in these
new systems the ionosphere will still limit the distance in
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